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DOPPLER SCEJNCIN. ACOUJSTIC RADAR

!u iiaiping, Chen Jingnan, Zheng Yueming, Li Shining, auid rhen Yanjuan

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

Submitted 27 Decmer 1980

Sounding of the wind speed of the boundary layer atmosphere is very

important for studies on problems of atmospheric eddies, atmospheric diffusion

and contamination. The tangential shift of wind speed at low altitudes has a
direct effect on safe flight af aircraft. Since the 1970s. Doppler sounding

acoustic 6adar hlas been rapidly developed and extensively applied. On theV
foundation of acoustic radar sounding of temperature jJthe authors attained

prelim5nary results in developing the Dapper sounding acoustic radar; the

sounding altitude of vertical wind speed my attain 500 to 600 meters.

Besides, dual point Doppler sounding acoustic radar has also been used to

conduct mesurements, of horizomta wind speed ad wind direction.

1. Fundmntal Principle

by using -n acoustic -.adar vertically t~ransmitting through thes atmosphere
an acoustic pulse of fixed frequency, a Doppler effect causes wind function in

the atmsphJre. A frequency deviation is produced between the echo frequency

(received by the radar) and transmission frequency; the magnitude of the

frequency deviation is related to the wind speed. Deran et al. [2] used for
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the first time the single point radar for sounding the vertical wind velocity.

Later, quite a few researchers applied the Doppler acoustic method to conduct

measurement of vectors of overall wind speed.

The fundamental principle of acoustic radar is shown in Fig. Ia. An

acoustic pulse of frequency f0 is transmitted from point A. At point 0: the

pulse meets a scattering body moving with wind speed V; due to the Doppler

effect, the frequency is f received at point 5 with frequency difference

Afs- f0. In Fig. 1, K is the wave vector of the transmitted acoustic wave;

and K5 is the wave vector of the scattering acoustic wave. The Doppler

frequency deviatian can be expressed as
At-I( -Jr.) - V

20

V is the vector of the wind speed. We c&, deduce from Eq. (1)

a is the angle of scattering; B is the included angle between V and Ks-Ko;

Ao=(c)/fo is the wavelength of the transmitting acoustic wave; and c is the

sound velocity. Then

(A) 9 (3)

In Eq. (3), Vcoso is the wind speed component at direction Ks-K o -

Figure lb is a diagram showing the priAciple of measuring the vertical

wind-speed vector. Point A is an antenna for vertical trnsaission and

ception; 9 and C are transmission anteas with dip angles, respecti"- ly,

at Band k (also called the reception antema); point 0 shows a scattering

body moving with wind speed (QCAB=90O); a is the scattering angle; similar to

Eq. (3), VqC and V are the respective components of the Doppler wind speed

at directions qc and q. Ne asse that the antenna dip angle eB=ye , and

*lso that the vertical wind speed can be neglected compared with the

horizontal wind speed. Therefore, we can obtain
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- - -((4)

2 f

In the equations, V, V and V are, respectively, components of the wind speed
y z

vector V at x, y and z coordinate axes. The horizontal wind speed Vh can be

written as

h 2 .' (5)

The wind direction can be determined from the ratio between Vx and Vy, and the

positive or negative sign of the Doppler frequency deviation.
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Fig. 1. Diagram shoming principle of Doppler acoustic
radar semding of wind speed.

II. General Description of Doppler Acoustic Radar Wing Sounding System

The Doppler wind sonding acoustic radar is composed of four parts: an

antenna, a transmitter, a receiver, and data processing. Table I lists the

major technical parameters of Doppler wind sounding acoustic radar.
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Table 1. Major parameters of wind sounding acoutic radar.

(a)RUX41 Ckbusa(s 40(o)Cb ) p p a *XA 0,0 no n( gC~ .C ) C* 10un n6i . . (,flC )
(c),*a82 *. (h) ismum eg uia (f)
(d)NKINSMONa* 3#*" A Ci) (n mm tnrn qum soq 0 0j)
(e)mg, me. (Ci)

Key: (a) Transmission frequency; (b) Traissmission power; Cc) Diameter
of antenna; (d) Orientation of transmission beam of antenna; (e) Pulse
width; (f) Hertz; (g) Watts (electric power); (h) Meters; (i) Half
power point; (j) Milliseconds; (k) Repetition frequency of pulse; Cl)
Tracking range of locked phase ring; (a) Width of noise band of locked
phase %ing; (n) Capture time of locked phase ring; (o) Seconds.

The diametex of the parabolic antenna (for vertical transmission and

reception) is 3.0 meters and its focal length is 60 centimeters. When horizon-

tal wind speed is measured, antennas of lateral-direction transmission are

placed at points B and C.

The transmitter is composed of a quartz crystal oscillator, a frequency

divider, a carrier frequency producer, a transmitter gate-controlled producer,

a power amplifier, and an antenma switcn. The hour-sad-minute system is used

to measure the horizontal wind speed. According to the predetermined work

program, the antenna switch controls transmission in rotation of three points

(A, B and C) with frequency at 2000 Hertz.

The receiver is composed of a preamplifier, a selective amplifier, a

selective frequency amplifier, an automatic increment controller and a locked

phase ring. The authors used the locked phase frequency measurement method to

accurately measure the value of the frequency deviation.

The -alue of the Doppler frequency deviation is obtained by measuring the

beat frequencies of two crystal oscillations. Before data processing, there

is a pre-processing gate. Only after the locked-phase ring locks, is the

beat signal output then transmitted.
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In the data processing part, there is input into a recorder by a certain

logic program for sampling command, altitude marking, antenna sequence num, ber,

and standard time. The sampling commar.d controls a frequency meter for

sampling at definite time and definite point to send output and obtain a

printout on the value of frequency deviation. The time interval of the

printout is O.S second.

I1. Preliminary Analysis of Observation Results

The observation experiments using the Doppler wind sounding acoustic

radar were conducted near a 320-meter meteorological observation tower in

Beijing's north suburb. During sunny days with convection conditions from

July to November of 1980, several measurements of vertical and horizontal

wind speeds were conducted by using the Doppler wind sounding acoustic radar;

a comparison was made with ie data obtained by direct observation instruments

installed on the tower.

Figure 2 is a time-altitude profile diagram of vertical wind speed from

1216 to 123S hours on 28 October 1980. The ascending and descending air-flow

zones can be clearly seen from Fig. 2 This is consistent with the general

development rule of heat convection.
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Fig. 2. Time-altitude profile diagram of vertical wind speed
(from 1216 to 1235 hours on 28 October 1980): Unit of vertical
wind speed: cu/sec.
Key: (*) Minutes. S



The authors obtained continuous observation data of vertical wind speed

by using the Doppler wind sounding acoustic radar; the vertical wind speed

spectrum was calculated and the distribution of the vertical wind speed

spectrum with altitude (diagram not included) was plotted. In distribution

of the vertical wind speed spectrum, there is a peak value frequency of the

energy spectrum, which mainly reflects the convection motion in the boundas/

layer atmosphere. In the convection boundary layer, this peak value frequency

moves toward the direction of low frequency with increase oi altitude; this is

consistent with the authors' analysis results (3] in the past. Some researchers

like Neff et al. [4] and Asimakopoulos [51 also analyzed the vertical wind

speed measured with acoustic radar; some of their results are similar to

results obtained by the a'ithors; however, the non-Chinese researchers did

not present the variation of energy spectrum with altitude.

In addition, like the arrangement in Fig. lb, a lateral-direction

transmission antenna was installed at 175 meters to the east and north of the

vertical transmission and reception antennas. Through an antenna switch,

transmission was done every four seconds in rotation toward three points

(Nertical, eastward and northward). The antenna f~r vertical transmission

is 250 meters from the iron tower. Sometime transmissions were done in rota-

tion with two eastward transmzssions and two northward but without transmission

at the vertical divection with time interval of sampling at O.S second.

According to the horizontal distance and samp!ing time between the vertical

and incl:'led antennas, wind speeds and wind directions can be obtained at

two altitudes, 125 and 225 reters. Figure 3 shows the time variation curves

of wind speed and wind direction measured by acoustic radar from 1127 to 1057

hours on 24 November 1980, and directly measured with a cup anemometer and a

wind vane installed on the tower. Table 2 presents the comparison data of

wind speed and wind direction of acoustic radar sounding and direct measure-

ment. It is apparent from the aforementioned comparison results that the

average wind speeds and wind directions are quite close using these two methods.
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Fig. 3. Time variation diagrams of horizontal wind speed
Ad mind direction (24 .avewber 1980).

Key: (a) Wind direction (degree); (b) Wind speed (meters
per second); Cc) Minutes; (d) .coustic radir (12S-meter
altitude); (e) Anemometer installed on the tower (125-
mter altitude).

able 2. Comparison of wind speed and wind direction using acoustic radar
and direct measurement.

(g)W 3 a t y (. s maaa- ,,.
P Ii e .3 CA 3f i f 22.1.

Agasmt (h) W U.1 M 3 .7*

(P aus 0 W ILO L"&, n:
- -JIRJLOJ Ch) In J1.6 4.79 UP 4. 1P

Key: (a) Nesuenest instrtmst; (b) Altitude (meters); (c) Average wind
speed (meters per second); (d) Square difference of wind speed (meters
per second); (e) Wtnd direction; (f) Square difference of wind direction;
(g) Acoustic radar; (h) Wind vane and anemometer.
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